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TVCC RUNS AND MEETINGS FROM APRIL 2021 ONWARDS
COVID - in one line:
If in doubt, sign in first and then talk.
Our meetings and runs are getting back to normal and should be able to continue so long as we keep an eye on
the covid situation, because it is still around. Thank you to everyone for doing the right thing and adopting the
protocols.
Thurs 8 – Mon 12 April 2021. Bush Council Rally at Temora. Peter and Alan attending.
Thursday 15th April: Monthly Meeting commencing 7.30pm. Salvation Army complex, 328 Goonoo
Goonoo Road. The same requirements as for previous meetings can be expected.
Sunday 18th April: Monthly Run. Meet at the Paradise car park for sign in and departure at 9.30. Morning tea
at Wallabadah. Then Willow Tree Information Centre for lunch.
Saturday 24 April: Pizza Night at Arthur & Kay Ramsey's at Kootingal.
Starts at 5.00 with Happy Hour, then Arthur makes up the dough for the pizzas and you supply your favourite
toppings. So bring your own toppings, seating and eating utensils.
Saturday 1st May: Quirindi Rural Heritage Village Rally. Club Event. Street procession at Quirindi starts
at 9.00AM so we would need to meet at Lions Park on Werris Creek Road and leave about 7.30AM. The street
procession will be followed by displays at their Heritage Grounds 3 km west of Quirindi on Kamilaroi
Highway.
Thursday 6th May. Pie Run to Nundle Hotel. Meet at Paradise car park at 10.30 for sign in, then departure at
11.00 Proposed – to be confirmed.
Sunday 16th May. National Motoring Heritage Day. It is proposed to move our May monthly run to Walcha
and Apsley Falls forward to this date. Meet at Paradise car park at 9.00 for sign in, then departure at 9.30 for
morning tea at Walcha, and lunch at Apsley Falls.
Thursday 20th May. Monthly Meeting commencing 7.30pm. Salvation Army complex, 328 Goonoo
Goonoo Road. The same requirements as for previous meetings can be expected.
Sat 22 – Sun 23 May. Shannons Motor Show and display.
Sunday 23 May. This would normally be the date for our Monthly Run, but it is proposed to move it
forward one week to make it our event for National Motoring Heritage Day. This will leave the 22–23
weekend free for members or Club to be involved with Motor Show.
Thursday 3rd June. Pie Run to Molly Mays at Manilla. Meet at Paradise car park at 10.30 for sign in, then
departure at 11.00.
12 Jun 2021 - 14 Jun 2021. North West Rally at Moree. Preliminary notice for North West Rally being
hosted by Moree Motor Enthusiasts Club. It will follow same format as organised for 2020 which was
cancelled. Entry Forms and more information to be available soon. Will try to organise accommodation at same
motel. Check further at April meeting.
Thursday 17th June. Monthly Meeting commencing 7.30pm. Salvation Army complex, 328 Goonoo
Goonoo Road. The same requirements as for previous meetings can be expected.
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Sunday 20th June. Monthly Run. Meet at Paradise car park at 9.00 for sign in, then departure at 9.30 .Morning
tea at Woolomin, then Nundle Hotel for lunch.
Thurs 1st July. Pie Run to Barraba Museum, then RSL Club for lunch. Meet at Paradise car park at 10.30 for
sign in, then departure at 11.00
Sun 18th July. Monthly Run to Boggabri Tractor Shed display. Meet at Paradise car park at 9.00 for sign in,
then departure at 9.30 Lunch available for $12 pp. Morning tea TBA

CONTACTS:
Pie Runs: Peter Wright. Ph. 02 6761 6510.
Monthly Run Director is Greg Campbell. Ph. 0407 205 390.

Upcoming runs April – June.
Listed below are the runs that I have organised under the banner of Monthly Runs for April
until June.


Sunday 18th April Monthly run to Wallabadah for morning tea then to Willow Tree for
lunch. BYO or purchase something at Willow Tree at either the Information Centre, The Plains
Pantry Gourmet Grocer or La Chikky Cottage. Walk around town and look at Random Rural Art
Galley or The Northern Garage.



Saturday 24th April Pizza night at the Ramsey’s in Kootingal. Arrive around 5pm for a
happy hour then Arthur will make and cook the pizzas using his homemade dough, you supply your
favourite toppings. Bring your seating and eating tools. Parking at the rear down the lane.
Please advise either Arthur or myself by the 21st April for catering.



Saturday 1st May Run to Quirindi to participate in the Heritage Village Parade then to the
village for a static display and swap meet. We will need to leave the meeting point around 8am
to be ready for the parade at 9am.



Sunday 16th May – This is the monthly run brought forward one week. Meet at the normal
place ready to leave by 9.30am, travel to Walcha for morning tea in the park then to Apsley Falls.
This is a BYO everything event. This run coincides with National Heritage Motoring Day which
makes it a very appropriate run to get the old cars out.



Sunday 23rd May – Be involved in a static display of our old cars at the Shannon’s Motor Show at
the TRECC. Arrive by 10am to set up. More details will be discussed at the monthly meeting.



Sunday 20th June Hotel for lunch.

Monthly run to Woolomin Park for morning tea then onto the Nundle

If there are any changes to the schedule I will let you know in my monthly Emails. Please watch the Events
Calander on the Website and keep your cars ready to go.
See you on the road, remember, if you have an idea for a run come forward and I will assist in facilitating it.
Greg Campbell 30/3/21
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THE PRESIDENT’S COLUMN
At our last meeting we reluctantly accepted the resignation of Michael Crawley from the role of Pie
Run Director. Michael has held several roles within the club and we are indebted to his contributions
over many years. We wish him well and look forward to continuing to share with him at club runs and
meetings. For the remainder of the Club Year, we have resolved to manage Pie Runs from within the
committee.
We noted that some of our new members have made it to their three meetings/events. Brett and Trudy
White and Fiona Peters were welcomed by applause at our March meeting. We look forward to seeing
Brett and Trudy in their MGB and Fiona in “Kermit” her VW Kombi throughout the year. It has also
been nice to have Gilbert and Melanie Hanson joing us for monthly runs. Gilbert’s MGA has the patina
of age about it and it is a delight to see one in such orginal condition, even down to its radio.
Ian and Karen Duprez decided to use the March monthly run to show off their recent acquisition, a
Ford Capri. These vehicles are an interesting example of Australian manufacturing prowess in its hey
day. Based around Mazda underpinnings, Ford created a nifty little sports car. Although a relatively
short production run compounded by disappointing export sales resulted, these now represent a
wonderful usable classic. There are many such vehcles that have disappeared off our roads that form a
vital link in the chain of our motoring heritage. Get in while you can!
Greg Campbell has alerted you to some upcoming opportunities to bring out your pride and joys over
the next month. Along with out pie runs, these afford you with an opportunity to socialise with your
fellow club members. While we all enjoy peering under bonnets or admiring various car interiors, we
also very much enjoy stories told some of which come to mind in the funniest of circumstances. I
arrived home last Sunday afternoon to be greeted by a dead snake on the grass at the back of my house
and a somewhat excited fluffy food converter (a dog for the uninitiated). After the ensuing panic of a
dog being bitten subsided, Carl Casson’s tales of a “snake charmer” at each corner fence post came to
mind. Carl was a great character and story teller and its hard to believe that three years have come and
gone since his passing.
I have been busy preparing a car for the Temora CHMC Annual Rally. I have decided to take my
Mercedes, although the Humber Super Snipe has been fully prepared as well. In prepping my
Mercedes I was alerted to the somewhat alarming delamination that was occuring with its tyres despite
them being only a relatively young ten or so years of age. This started me on a journey of trying to
track down replacement tyres. Apart from light truck options, I was amazed had how limited my
options were in 14” light passenger tyres. Not many years ago, these were to go to tyre on most
vehicles, to the extent that some owners changed their 15” to 14” wheels due to availability, but not
any more. It is quite a dilemma. Do you spend the extra money on decent tyres or just stick on no-name
brands knowing that you are most unlikely to ever wear them out. I chose Maxis as the only brand I
could recognise at a reasonable price. They made an instant transformation to the car.
I look forward to seeing you out and about in (and with) your beauties over the next two months.

Happy Motoring;

Peter Wright
The Tamworth Spark
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TAMWORTH VINTAGE CAR CLUB Inc.
MINUTES OF ORDINARY MEETINGS
The minutes of Ordinary General Meetings will no longer be printed in this
journal.
These minutes are available on the Tamworth Vintage Car Club website;
www.TamworthVintageCarClub.com
Should you wish to have a printed copy of the minutes and do not have access to the
internet, please contact one of your Committee members.

Sponsorship
We are pleased to advise that the postage for distribution of “The Tamworth Spark”
is now being sponsored by
“Bearfast / Bearquip”.
We would like to thank the management and staff for their support. We would also
like to recommend that you in turn support this local company when next you are
considering a home, business, agricultural or car related purchase.
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NORTH WEST RALLY - MOREE
DATE: 12th, 13th & 14th June (Long Weekend)
Moree Motor Enthusiasts intended to hold the rally in 2020 but it had to be cancelled.
They now intend to hold the rally in 2021.
The 2021 rally will follow the format that was organised for last year.
ENTRY FORMS: Will be sent out at a later date.
HOST CLUB: Moree Motor Enthusiasts
Rally Director: Tony Michell. 98 Talloom Road, Moree
Secretary: Marie Michell. Moree 2400
Phone :67522008
Email : marie.michell@southernphone.com.au
COMMENT:
The North West Rally has been annually hosted on a rotational basis by Moree, Inverell, Tamworth, Gunnedah
and Narrabri Clubs for many years. The rally has become an integral part of the local clubs circuit, and it needs
the support of all the clubs to ensure its continuity.
TVCC members usually arrange to stay together at the Albert Hotel which has secure parking and is located
next to the Moree Services Club.
This is a preliminary notice, and we will try to establish those interested in attending when the Entry Forms
become available.

Advanced Notice – Open Invitation - Set this date aside.
Notice to all and any motoring clubs
in the area, come and join in.
T.V.C.C. is co-hosting this event and
would like to see any Car Club in the
area turn up and enjoy the day.
For catering and further information
please contact Geoff on 0448011940,
Cliff on 0429429542 or Greg on
0407205390 or
marggreg@bigpond.com . Looking
at the poster you will note that this is
an event that Covid19 spoiled last
year. Don’t let anything spoil this
year.
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A Very Special 1942 Packard Clipper
Reprinted from the
‘Packardian’ Oct ‘91

Used By General Douglas MacArthur

For a particular Packard Clipper built in the fall of 1941, fate was to dictate an unusual destiny. First, it was to
have a famous owner, Gen. Douglas MacArthur; it would survive world war II; it would escape by three days
an appointment to be de-militarised and be lost to history; it would, by moments, survive a plan to make to a
part scar; and finally by less than four weeks, once again destiny would dictate it would escape the possible fate
of the crusher at some unknown salvage yard.
The car, a 1942 Packard 120 Eight Clipper Custom, motor number E318750D, serial number 1512-5747, was
built in the fall of 1941 specifically for General MacArthur who had ordered a personal car from Packard Motor
Car Company. Attached to the letter from Packard was the general’s personal cheque, returned with an
expression of gratitude for his confidence in their product and promising delivery, with their compliments, of a
Packard for his personal use along with the next military order destined for Australia.
This Packard had every conceivable accessory offered for the civilian market. It was a 2011 series 120 Clipper
with factory air-conditioning, overdrive, electromagnetic clutch, radio, heater/defroster, fender ?rts, and
strangely, a cormorant mounted on top of the standard 1942 Packard Clipper hood ornament. The car was olive
drab, with the usual white star and other military markings. External military equipment included adjustable
louverd shutters fitted over the headlights, two powerful driving lights, a black-out light, convey lights, a siren,
snap-fasteners for the canvas covers for the front and rear windshields, and flag mounts. Internal military
hardware included a Thompson sub machine gun mount, a fire extinguisher and a first aid kit… all within easy
reach of the driver. None of the exterior trim was ever chrome plated, but rather it was metal painted olive
drab… this included the cormorant. All interior chrome had been painted over with a light coat of “goldlooking” paint which eliminated all bright work on the instrument panel. The military lights were controlled by
three toggle switches mounted on the left of the instrument grouping. One of the three switches changed the
operation of the horn ring from a standard horn to a siren.
The casting date of the engine block was 11-13-41 (13-11-41), very late in the short production run for the 1942
model, which ended in early February of 1942. The Clipper identification chart shows motor numbers from
E300001 to E319329. Therefore, this car was with motor number E 318750 D was followed by only 579 other
120 Packard 8’s.
This car would follow MacArthur throughout the war - from Australia to the Philippines, to the occupation of
Japan. It was destined to survive World War II along with it’s famous owner.
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September of 1943, following the formal occupation of Japan, the car was retired from service. General
MacArthur would release the car to himself from military service and make a gift to his favourite and loyal
driver, who shall for the purpose of this article remain anonymous (let’s call him Smitty).
General MacArthur arranged through a navy friend, who was the skipper of aircraft carrier Princeton, for
transportation of the car to San Diego. At this point it was loaded onboard a flatbed military truck and
transported to Fort Sam Houston, in San Antonio, Texas, where it was released to the custody of the former
driver Smitty.
Smitty drove the car to his Dallas, Texas, home with intentions of converting the car to his civilian use.
An appointment was made to remove all military hardware and repaint the car a bright new post-war colour.
Since the body shop was busy, Smitty agreed to bring the car back the following week. That night, after putting
the Packard away in his small dirt-floored garage, Smitty died in his sleep.
Again, the famous Packard, destined to survive has escaped a conversion to civilian status.
In 1968, Don MacLellan, the present owner of this car, was restoring a 1948 Packard limousine. The manager
of a local parts store had mentioned to Don that a widow in the neighbourhood had an old Packard for sale.
After several attempts to interest Don in the car had failed, the parts store owner withheld a parts order from
Don until he would at least “look” at the car and “talk” to the widow.
The garage with no windows and a single door, had become almost inaccessible in the twenty years that had
passed. A tree had grown up in front of the garage door which had to be cut down. The tree stump was too large
to remove so a notch was cut in the door to permit Don to gain entry into the dark garage with it’s dirty old
Packard prisoner.
As the history of the car was still unknown at this point, Don purchased the car with the idea that at least the
factory air conditioning could be cut-out and used in the restoration of his 1948 limousine.
Several months passed and the widow called to ask Don to please send her a letter relieving her of the
responsibility of this car since he had not removed the Packard from her old garage. Forgetting his promise,
after more weeks passed, the widow called again to ask Don if he wanted some old papers that belonged with
the car. He said he did, but he felt she really was reminding him to remove the car from her property.
The following Saturday, Don put his acetylene torch in the back of his pickup, ready to go pick up the Packard
and remove the air conditioner. As he climbed into the truck Don’t postman waved and walked over to his
mailbox. Thumbing quickly through the mail for several expected business letters, Don saw a large envelope
from the widow. Upon opening the envelope, he found the military release, letters from the Packard Motor Car
Company, and all the documents which identified this historical vehicle as something “special”.
This time, by moments… destiny had saved the Packard from becoming “just another parts car”.
After removing the car, Don then discovered the history of the car with Smitty’s widow and was shown the
family photo album with pictures of MacArthur, the Packard, and Smitty, in various places throughout the
pacific. Although she would not part with the pictures at that time, Don felt a return visit might bring about an
agreement to loan the pictures to him to be reproduced.
After a lengthy overseas business trip Don attempted to call the widow but found the telephone had been
disconnected. A visit to the widow’s house was in vain. She had died just after Don had removed the car from
the garage and with only one distant relative, who was uninterested in her meager belongings and any
involvement in her funeral expenses the county arranged for the removal of her belongings from her rented
house and arranged for the burial of the widow.
Had Don waited any longer to take possession of the Packard, it could well have gone the way of her remaining
property… destruction. Once more, the Packard was destined to survive.
The Tamworth Spark
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This now famous Packard has remained untouched… the dirt and grime of the past many years is still on it’s
engine. After 74,000 miles, the car still drives nicely and all systems remain operational.
This is one Packard… destined to survive.

Thanks to Gilbert Hanson for providing this interesting article
****************************************************************************************

THE DINKUM OIL #12
A drop from the Council of Heritage Motor Clubs to keep you going
LICENCE REQUIREMENTS AND HVS VEHICLES
•
• Council received queries about a clause that appeared on the RMS webpage late last year regarding
Licence requirements and HVS/CVS vehicles.
•
• The clause indicated that HVS renewal could only be made by the holder of a current driver’s licence.
There was also a report that there were difficulties experienced by a HVS owner being initially refused HVS
renewal at a Service NSW office as they no longer held a drivers licence.
•
• Council’s RMS Liaison Officer pursued these matters with TfNSW.
•
• CHMC now has confirmation from TfNSW that this clause was an error and it has been removed from
its webpage.
•
• Note:
•
1. Registration is a separate issue to holding the appropriate licence to drive/operate a vehicle.
•
2. You do not require a specific licence to register a vehicle, although of course, it is required to operate
one.
•
3. Registration renewals can be done by those who are not necessarily the Registered Operator (ie. the
name that is on the Registration Paper) of the HVS/CVS vehicle to be renewed.
•
4. A HVS/CVS renewal can be transacted at Service NSW by anyone authorised by the vehicle’s
Registered Operator to do so, they simply must have the correct documents, i.e. a completed Form 1259, and
proof of identity if required.
•
• When a Club has no additional requirements involving vehicle use within its Constitution, Council
suggests that the following may be appropriate clauses to include in Club Newsletters:
•
a. It is a condition of HVS and CVS that the Registered Operator is a member of a TfNSW Recognised
Historic Vehicle Club whenever the vehicle accesses public roads or road related areas. This includes static
displays.
•
b. The driver does not have to be a club member but must hold an appropriate licence for the vehicle
being driven.
•
c. When the vehicle is on the Log Book Scheme, the current Log Book and Certificate of Approved
Operations must be carried in the vehicle at all times. However, a Log Book entry is only required for non-club
runs, personal use, and maintenance.
•
d. Only one entry per day is required for Log Book use, regardless of how many drivers or trips taken on
that particular day
•
e. Vehicles that are driven contrary to either the HVS or CVS registration conditions are not covered for
insurance by either Shannons or NRMA Classic. Owners should refer to their Product Disclosure Statement
(PDS).
•
f. Carrying a Club Magazine /Events Listing and current Membership Card/Receipt, while not a HVS or
CVS requirement, is regarded as a worthwhile practice.
The Tamworth Spark
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For further information contact:

Peter Wright (RMS Liaison) phone 0417 250 798
More information about this, and other items of interest, can be found on Council’s website:

www.heritagemotoringcouncil.org.au

THE DINKUM OIL #13
A drop from the Council of Heritage Motor Clubs to keep you going

HERITAGE MOTORING UPDATE
CHMC, along with others representing Transport for NSW Recognised Motor Clubs, met last week with
leaders of the TfNSW Stakeholder, Vehicle Standards and Technical teams for the regular Historic and
Classic Car Industry Working Group meeting.
Significant topics discussed included:
•
• TfNSW advised that it had received many submissions following release of the Historic Vehicle
Scheme period options, accessories and safety items list. It emphasised that the list remains a working draft.
•
• A “version two” is being developed for club guidance, in line with the commitment to update the
document.
•
• The Historic and Classic Car Industry Working Group will Workshop “version two”, most likely
after Easter, to review the Options/Accessories list prior to distribution to Clubs.
•
• Business rules will be developed for clubs accessing HVS and CVS. The process will be for TfNSW
to develop draft rules; then consult widely with industry; then seek ministerial approval.
•
• TfNSW is considering a proposal for optional registration plates that permit a “tidy” installation on
vehicles such as early Ford Falcons and some imported and exotic vehicles. These plates would carry the HVS
or CVS numbers and suffix with a NSW Historic (HVS) or NSW Classic (CVS) sub line. Personalised
HVS/CVS number plates are not being considered.
•
• Nothing has changed relating to fitment of Seat Belts to early vehicles. TfNSW has strongly denied
rumours that vehicles with seat belts fitted to non compliant anchorage points would be defected.
•
• Despite an inaccurate statement on the TfNSW web page, HVS registration of Tractors, Trucks and
Military Vehicles is proceeding as it has for many years. The statement on the website is inconsistent with
TfNSW policy, and an undertaking has been given to have this reference removed from the website ASAP.
•
• TfNSW assured the meeting that Industry will be consulted before any changes are made to vehicles
eligible for either HVS or CVS.
•
• GVM increase for CVS from 3.5t to 4.5t has passed internal TfNSW consultation and was endorsed by
the meeting. It will now proceed to the Ministerial approval process.
Council fully endorses these regular Industry meetings with TfNSW. They are opportunities to resolve issues
that arise from the procedures and operation of HVS and CVS schemes directly with the decision makers.
More discussion on these, and other aspects of Historic and Classic vehicle registration, will take place at
Council’s Annual General Meeting at Temora on Friday April 9th.
For further information contact:
Peter Wright (RMS Liaison) phone 0417 250 798
More information about this, and other items of interest, can be found on Council’s website:
www.heritagemotoringcouncil.org.au
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MARCH 2021 PIE RUN
TO WALLABADAH
Quite a pleasant run out to the Marshall
McMahon Inn at Wallabadah for some of the
cheapest meals you will find anywhere. For
example, Bangers n Mash for $10. The owners
always welcome our presence, and it is nice to
support businesses such as this.
The numbers attending may appear to be down
a bit but this run followed 2 prior runs with
record attendances so it was quite predictable
that it would be hard to maintain the large
numbers.
But the runs are organised for members
enjoyment regardless of how many attend and
this old historic Inn provides a comfortable
venue for us.

Paul Boyd’s 58 Chev convertible
Also participating were: John and Leanne –
Commodore, Michael – Plymouth, and in
moderns were Ron Barber and John & Marilyn.
And it is good to see everyone willingly signing
in on the Covid register. We appear to have the
virus on the run and continued vigilance will
ensure its ultimate demise.
FEBRUARY RUN TO ANZAC PARK &
CURRABUBULA HOTEL

Michael Crawley’s Jag with Peter’s Mercedes,
and John Hillier’s Crown at the rear

After a pretty ordinary 2020 for runs, they came
out of the woodwork for this one with 31
members participating. That is a record for quite
some time, and it was good to see everyone out
in a variety of vehicles and enjoying a delightful
summers day.
Morning tea at Anzac Park and the park was a
complete reversal of past seasons:

Alan & Maree’s Dodge with Neal
McLoughlin’s Land Cruiser
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And some old timers:

Brian and Heather in the FB Holden in front of
Greg and Marg in the 2600 Triumph
Lindsay in his Morris Cowley. No matter what
happens the Cowley always gets you home.

Peters Humber. Cliff & Phyllis’s Mercedes and
Ken and Claire’s LTD Harry Hearse
And Alan & Maree’s 24 Dodge next to Paul &
Nerrida’s 30 Chev.
Also participating were Brian, Phillip & Betty –
Chev, Michael – Thunderbird, Ian & Karen –
Moke, Graeme & Tanya – Holden, Arthur –
Humber, and in moderns - Terry & Lyn, Lance
& Kerry, Andrew & Angus, and nice to see new
member Gilbert Hanson out with us.
A very pleasant outing all round.

Good to see new member Fiona along with her
1978 Kombi.

The Tamworth Spark
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year, with a good season and moderate summer
making it even more enjoyable.
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MARCH MYSTERY RUN
It was a very well kept mystery all right, even
up to the handing out of the sheet of navigation
clues. They all decided they wanted to follow
someone else, so Maree and I led them off with
the old blue Dodge which gave them plenty of
time to study the clues and record their answers.
Morning tea was at Manilla:
Another potential new vehicle is Ian & Karen’s
1992 Ford Capri with Alan & Maree’s Dodge

And Rotary Park provided a nice spot.
And after that a bloke in a blue Chev got the
jump on me so off we went again. The Chev
missed the last turn and did a bit of cross
country stuff to get back into the picnic area,
and as I was right behind I did exactly the same,
much to the amazement of some other jokers
still coming up the hill. Anyway, we all got a
lolly so we didn’t do too bad.

Peter had his Mercedes which was able to get
around and make sure everyone was accounted
for, and he would have put a lot of effort into
organising the run.

The last time we were at Split Rick Dam was
August 2016, so it was a timely re-visit. And
timely weather-wise too as the day after it
poured cats & dogs and flooded everything!

Our thanks go to Peter for a fun run in the
outdoors. Have a look at the great Australian
background landscape in the following 2
photos:

Nice to have Gilbert and Melanie joining us
with their 1957 MGA.

Fiona’s Kombi was out with us again, with
Graeme & Tanya’s Ford.
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Very pleasant open air natural setting for lunch
at Split Rock Dam

Brian & Heather were out in the Humber.

Also participating were John H – Crown, John
S – Commodore, and in moderns - Terry & Lyn
and Lance & Kerry.
APRIL 2021 PIE RUN
TO WERRIS CREEK PHARMACY
18 members participated on quite a nice little
run to one of our favourite venues. It’s always a
pleasure to go to the pharmacy with its wide
selection of food and drinks at moderate prices,
plus a quiet environment and good service.
And it was a welcome sight to see some of our
older vehicles out and about:

Michael J’s red Sprite sandwiched between
Paul & Maureen’s blue MG in front with Paul’s
white MG at the rear.

Cliff & Phyllis in the Magna
Peter’s A Model in front of Paul’s Chev

Also participating were: Michael Crawley - Jag,
Peter - Studebaker, John Stacey – Mercedes,
Mark – Studebaker, and in moderns were Roly
& Trish and Alan & Maree.
Good company, good cars, good food, good
weather – doesn’t come much better than that.
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Feature Article;
Fiona Peters’ 1978 Volkswagen
“Westfalia” Camper




Optional equipment

Background (courtesy of Wikipedia)



Volkswagen Westfalia Camper was a
conversion of Volkswagen Type 2 and
then Volkswagen Type 2 (T3) sold from the
early 1950s to 2003.
Volkswagen subcontracted the modifications to
the company Westfalia-Werke in RhedaWiedenbrück.



Westfalia Campers were available from
Volkswagen dealers worldwide and were also
delivered via the Tourist Delivery Program —
whereby a customer would pick up their new
van in Germany, drive it in Europe, then VW
would ship it to the customer's home. Many
Volkswagen Campers were purchased by
American servicemen and sent home in the
1950s and 1960s.



From 1979 until 1992 Westfalia Vanagon were
built, also called VW Campmobile.

1970 Camper interior, a European model,
showing the similarity to Fiona’s Camper
Standard equipment









Various foldout seat arrangements for
sleeping
Birch plywood interior panels
Laminated plywood cabinetry for
storage
Ice box or cold-box
Sink (some models)
Water storage and pump
Electrical hookups
Curtains

The Tamworth Spark

Screened jalousie (Venetian blind)
windows
Laminated folding table











Attached "pop up" tops with
canvas/screen sides
Awnings and side tents
A portable chemical toilet
A camping stove
Various camping equipment
Child sleeping cot in driver cab
Storage box which matches interior
panels.
Rear swing table
Small map table mounted on dash
Automatic Transmission (beginning in
the 1970s)
Air conditioning (dealer installed) (from
1954)

The Feature car:
Fiona writes:
Kermit was originally from Wurzburg,
Germany, manufactured in 1978.
He still has his original 2.0 litre engine, though
it has been rebuilt.
He previously lived in Newcastle, and was
much loved by the ICU Director, Dr Martin
Rowley, who along with his Mrs Rowley, loved
taking him to Kombi rallies and camping trips.
Prior to that, Kermit lived in Maitland but he
was in rough shape, he was slumming things
with Ford!!! (gasp) rims, and Martin had
considerable work done on him.
He had been repainted from his original
mustard yellow when Martin acquired him, and
the Rowley's sourced him a Kermit wheel cover
and a Kermit toy as his official mascot.
The vivid green comes from the Porsche colour
chart! He cherished him for 8 years before I
purchased him in 2016.
Martin had a stringent adoption process
including the obligation that I would keep
Kermit in a shed and play good music.
Children would've been acceptable but they
would have to be very well behaved!! Martin
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was very fond of Kermit and was sad to say
goodbye to him.

The forward section of the camper interior
showing the built-in cooker, sink and fridge.

Kermit now lives on a small farm on the
Western side of Tamworth, in a very big fully
enclosed grain shed. I think country life agrees
with him.
Kermit is loud, rolls all around the road,
handles like a kite in strong winds, and whistles
at speed unless the passenger window is slightly
down. The brakes are bad and the original lights
are as illuminating as candles. Just recently,
reverse (and all other gears) can be hard to
find, making parking a challenge. I still adore
him though.
One of the things I really love about the VW is
that it is synonymous with social revolution and
a symbol of protest, anti-establishment, and
loved by hippies generally.
For me it represents a kind of freedom and a
whimsical purchase of complete self
indulgence.

To the rear is the couch/bed arrangement, all
accessible from the large sliding door.

The pop-top allows comfortable standing room.

The familiar shape of the Kombi – known and
loved the world over.

The ubiquitous air cooled flat four provides
leisurely but dependable performance, allowing
the changing scenery to pass at a relaxed pace.

The Tamworth Spark
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